ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA CLASS RING

A Perfect Gift

Available in 10K yellow or white gold, with your choice of five stones: Ruby, Blue Sapphire, Dark Green Tourmaline, Black Onyx and Amethyst. Any year of Graduation may be ordered, any degree may be had. The rings for business and law are the same as the general only with Law or Business shown in area around stone. Fraternity letters may be encrusted on the stones at $2.00 per letter. Ladies' rings may be had in miniature of the general ring. There are two styles: the military and the education. The difference is that the military is a little larger ring. Each style comes in three weights: medium, heavy and extra heavy. The weight differs with the amount of gold in the cavity of the ring. All styles and weights are available in white gold for $5.00 additional.

PRICES: Yellow Gold

| Military Medium | $33.00* |
| Military Heavy  | $38.00* |
| Military Extra Heavy | $43.00* |
| Education Medium | $31.00* |
| Education Heavy  | $36.00* |
| Education Extra Heavy | $41.00* |
| Ladies' Ring     | $20.00* |

Terms: $6.00 deposit with your order, the balance C.O.D. Send $7.00 if encrusted. (Approximately six weeks delivery.)

ORDER FROM:

UNIVERSITY BOOK EXCHANGE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA

Use This Order Blank

NAME __________________________ CITY & STATE __________________________

NAME OF SCHOOL __________________________ YEAR OF GRADUATION __________________________

DEGREE __________________________ FINGER SIZE __________________________ INITIALS (3 only) __________________________

STONE CHOICE __________________________ ENCRUSTING __________________________ YELLOW GOLD __________________________ WHITE GOLD __________________________

STYLE & WT. OF RING __________________________ REMARKS __________________________

*plus State and Federal tax